
New downrigger for deep trolling. The line is released 
only if a fish grabs the bait, regardless of depth or speed.

DEEPWATER RELEASE

Inserting The Fishing Line

Insert line in between 
rubber pads

      Fit the line through the 
lower notch of the lever

Push the lever 
into the casing

  Weight 
5 - 10 Kg

Deepwater Release - Intelligent Downrigger line release

Sensitivity Adjusting

 Adjust sensitivity with 
slider according to size and 

drag of lure being used.

 

Opening The Release

Open Release with thumb by 
pushing the slider to the upper 

position (See fig.) then turn 
holding plates towards direction 

shown by the arrow.

Warranty: This product has a five-year warranty. In the meantime, a defective product is replaced with a 
new one. If you are not satisfied with the product, send it back, and we will return the money.



Expert Valuation

Intelligent downrigger line releases 
only when a fish strikes.

   
 

 

 

The fundamental operating principle behind 
DEEPWATER RELEASE is dividing the hydrodynamic 
resistance of the fishing line into two components:
A - Hydrodynamic resistance of the vertical line 
(From the rod to the release clip).
B - Hydrodynamic resistance of the line with the bait 
on it. In both cases, the hydrodynamic resistance of 
the line changes exponentially with speed, 
proportionally with depth. 
The vector A is some ten times greater than the 
vector B and because of this even a tiny change in 
speed or depth causes the classical release to set 
off the line. This problem is now successfully solved 
by DEEPWATER RELEASE.

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

TECHNICAL DATA

Market name: DEEPWATER RELEASE. Short - ( D.R.)
Patent name: DEVICE FOR HOLDING A FISHING LINE
The recommendable thickness of the fishing line is from 0,4 - 0,8 mm.
Recommendable thickness line from downrigger is from 1,2 - 1,5 mm.
The heaviest weight is 15 kg.
The maximum straining force is 30 kg. (D.W.wire)
Wire = Saltwater inox (18-10)
Casing = Hostaform C 9021-(Polyacetal)
D.R. is not meant to be for BIG-GAME or as an outrigger.
D.R. configuration (1 downrigger +1 weight +1 release clip +1 lure)
D.R. is a particular release clip designed for fishing small fish and squid 
in extra deepwater.
Package: 18, 42, 60, 480 pieces
SMALL PACKAGE = 60 pieces (Pasteboard box approximately 2,5kg)
BIG PACKAGE = 480 pieces (Pasteboard box approximately 20kg)

Warning: Some fishing tackle manufacturer from the 
middle east and Taiwan are manufacturing and 
advertising on the market false Deepwater Releases. 
This copy looks very similar, but they work badly. 
You can find original Deepwater Release just at this 
address. Vert. B

Vert. A

Weight

www.NewDownrigger.com




